
 WHAT RAND
 HATH WROUGHT

 by Colin S. Gray

 rr he 1950's saw a renaissance of strategic
 thought. During that decade, such civilian
 theorists as Albert Wohlstetter, Henry Rowen,
 Bernard Brodie, Thomas Schelling, Herman
 Kahn, William Kaufmann and Henry Kis-
 singer constructed an edifice of strategic
 theory that has come to have a profound
 impact upon all important aspects of U.S.
 defense policy. In 1961 the promise was high.
 The civilian strategists came to Washington
 to assume an influential role in a new admin-

 istration. Yet in 1971 it is fair to say that their
 performance has not lived up to their promise.
 And that's putting it mildly.

 The Vietnam war, the conduct of the stra-
 tegic arms race and major intra-alliance diffi-
 culties suggest that the following charges may
 be leveled at the strategic scholars whose the-
 ories won official acceptance in Washington:
 (A) The methodology of the civilian strat-
 egists has been dominated by an "economic
 conflict" model. The assumption that inter-
 national conflict can be analyzed in terms of
 rational "strategic men" has been vital for
 the progress of theory-building in strategy, but
 it has proved fatal to the relevance of
 theorists who have shifted from model-

 building to prescription.
 (B) Because they are essentially men of ideas,
 the civilian scholars of strategy have been
 overimpressed with the potential transferabil-
 ity of theory to the world of action.
 (C) The civilian scholars who arose in the
 1950's to fill certain obvious holes in strategic
 understanding succeeded, first, in gaining
 intellectual access to political and military
 elements in opposition to the Eisenhower
 Administration, and, second, gained access
 in the early 1960's to the actual policy making
 processes of government. The prophets be-
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 came courtiers. The consequence has been
 that since the middle and late 1960's the
 United States has been living off its strategic
 theoretical capital.

 If policy prescription may be described as
 the advocacy of "viable solutions," so schol-
 arship should be viewed as the pursuit of
 truth. The civilian strategist has fallen be-
 tween the two extremes. The "think-tank"
 world, as exemplified by the RAND Corpora-
 tion, has been the middle ground between
 academe and government. Yet because of its
 dual loyalty-to the needs of problem-
 oriented officials and to the disinterested or
 "policy-neutral" standards of scholarship-it
 has tended to produce both irrelevant policy
 advice and poor scholarship.

 Rise of the New Strategies

 In rough time-sequence, the development
 of contemporary strategic thought may be
 traced through the following seven inter-
 related concepts: deterrence, limited war,
 arms control, flexible response, nation-
 building/counterinsurgency, crisis manage-
 ment, and controlled escalation. These were
 the intellectual tools which U.S. strategic
 thinkers of the late 1950's and early 1960's
 offered to the policy-makers of the Kennedy
 and Johnson Administrations. The single
 theme running through all seven concepts
 and their refinements is the insistence that
 the exercise and threat of the exercise of
 military force be subject to close political
 control. The promise implicit in these con-
 cepts-and made explicit in such a Festschrift
 to American strategic thought as Robert
 Osgood and Robert Tucker's book Force,
 Order and Justice--is that political influence
 is attainable through the "fine-tuning" of
 military threat and military application.

 Civilian scholars of contemporary strategy
 first attracted public attention by their oppo-
 sition to what they claimed Dulles had meant
 by his "massive retaliation" doctrine, enun-

 'Robert Osgood and Robert Tucker, Force, Order and
 Justice (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1967), pp. 137, 341.
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 ciated on January 12, 1954. The community
 of concerned scholars in the early 1950's was
 very small indeed. The core of civilian strat-
 egy expertise was centered upon the RAND
 Corporation. Under RAND'S aegis, a growing
 number of quantitatively-inclined social sci-
 entists had gradually (from 1946-1954) ele-
 vated their level of analysis from the solution
 of military operational problems to the con-
 templation of the relevance of those problems
 to America's strategic requirements. Prom-
 inent though RAND has been, however, it
 cannot claim exclusive rights for the growth
 of contemporary strategic theory. Such em-
 inent strategists as Henry Kissinger and
 Robert Osgood, for example, were trained in
 diplomatic history rather than in the more
 quantifiable realms of social science.

 The most important early attack on mas-
 sive retaliation was provided by William Kauf-
 mann in his study, "The Requirements of
 Deterrence," which appeared in a book he
 edited in 1956.2 The basis of the criticism of
 Dulles was that general nuclear war could
 benefit nobody (in later parlance, the "first
 strike bonus" was alleged to be close to zero).
 Since a Russian-American war meant suicide,
 it could be invoked, credibly, only in the most
 dire contingencies. Meanwhile, Wohlstetter
 and the RAND systems analysts had demon-
 strated in their study, Selection and Use of
 Strategic Air Bases (R-266, 1954), that the
 forward basing structure which the Strategic
 Air Command (sAc) had intended for its
 B-47's after 1956 would be extremely vulner-
 able to a Soviet surprise attack.

 In the wake of the immediate civilian

 scholarly criticism of Dulles' "very extended
 deterrent" formulations, came its concom-
 itant: the consideration of strategies that
 would allow for the usability of military power
 in circumstances short of general nuclear war.
 The limited war debate was conducted in

 earnest in the years 1954 to 1957. Bernard

 "William Kaufmann (ed.), Military Policy and National
 Security (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1956),
 pp. 12-38.
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 Brodie, Henry Kissinger, Robert Osgood,
 William Kaufmann, Paul Nitze, James King
 and Rear Admiral Buzzard all made major
 contributions.

 The Limited War Debate

 The debate began with most protagonists
 assuming that all weapons, short of those
 held by sAc, were usable in a controlled
 fashion. The problem was to devise a set of
 rules and an appropriate military organiza-
 tion for the employment of tactical nuclear
 weapons. The most influential of the limited
 nuclear war studies was Henry Kissinger's
 Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy (1957),
 while the most perceptive was Robert Os-
 good's Limited War: The Challenge to American
 Strategy (1957).

 By late 1956 an increasing number of
 scholars (beginning, at least in public, with
 James King)" realized that although specula-
 tion regarding limited nuclear war was a
 healthy development, in that it sought to
 render nuclear power relevant to the needs
 of diplomacy, it suffered from the fatal defect
 that no one, least of all the academics, had
 the slightest notion as to how a nuclear war
 should be fought, nor whether it would aid-
 the defense more than the offense.

 A consensus began to form in 1957 to the
 effect that limited war should be understood

 to mean conventional war. An assumption
 that underlay the limited war debate of the
 mid-1950's was that large scale incursion by
 the regular military forces of the Soviet
 and/or Chinese enemy was a likely future.
 The assumed stability of mutual deterrence
 was taken to imply, logically, freedom of
 action lower down the conflict scale. The

 recent example of limited war that dominated
 analysis in the mid-1950's was, of course,
 Korea.

 Theory building for limited war was an
 intellectually exhausted field by mid-1957, and
 it was superseded by the growing recognition

 'James King, "Nuclear Plenty and Limited War," For-
 eign Affairs, January 1957, pp. 238,256.
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 that the future balance of terror might be
 considerably more delicate than had pre-
 viously been assumed.' The strategic in-
 stability that would flow from the vulnerabil-
 ity of SAC to a Soviet missile strike was
 emphasized in two powerful reports written
 in 1957-1958, the Gaither Committee Report
 (November 7, 1957) and the Rockefeller
 Panel Report (January 6, 1958).

 Between 1957 and 1961, America's civilian
 students of strategy (particularly Albert Wohl-
 stetter, Herman Kahn and Donald Brennan)
 extended the deterrence primer, as expounded
 by William Kaufmann in 1956, in a number
 of directions. It was alleged that for a deterrent
 threat to be credible, its implementation must
 not be an act of national suicide or a spasm
 denying political control: the population must
 be protected by serious measures of civil
 defense and America's strategic forces must
 be unambiguously invulnerable, even to a
 "greater than expected threat." The apogee of
 thinking about the unthinkable was reached
 in the ingenious writings of Herman Kahn5
 and particularly in a book entitled Limited
 Strategic War (1962), edited by Klaus Knorr
 and Thornton Read.

 By 1958-1959, such strategists as Kahn and
 Wohlstetter were arguing that the United
 States needed the capability, because of its
 geographically distant responsibilities and
 because of the nature of the adversary, to
 employ a strategy that offered some prospect
 of limiting the damage that the United States
 could expect to receive in retaliation, and
 that also offered some prospect of war termi-
 nation short of annihilation. This reasoning
 for a series of counterforce options, requiring
 a very large number of strategic delivery
 vehicles, was to be accepted by the Kennedy
 Administration.

 The same civilian strategists who were

 'For the classic statement of this possibility see Albert
 Wohlstetter, "The Delicate Balance of Terror," Foreign
 Affairs, January 1959, pp. 211-234.

 'See Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War (Prince,
 ton: Princeton University Press, 1960), pp. 27,39.
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 grappling with the technical and largely
 quantitative problems of preserving a second
 strike deterrent force into the missile age
 made the discovery, between 1958 and 1960,
 that arms control could offer a solution to
 some of the problems posed by an accelerating
 technology. Arms control was seen to promise
 a technical path to the improved management
 of conflict. It was hoped that the technocrats
 of both sides could pave the way to political
 agreement. The first major impact of the
 civilian strategists upon arms control negotia-
 tions was felt in 1958, when RAND-influenced
 teams attended the Conference of Experts on
 Prevention of Surprise Attack and the Con-
 ference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear
 Weapons Tests (convened to consider the
 technical difficulties that would attend a
 nuclear test ban agreement). Unfortunately,
 the approach of the American strategists to
 arms control was fundamentally apolitical
 (indeed this was seen to be one of the virtues
 of arms control). The rapidly growing arms
 control community tended to ignore the long-
 standing Soviet attitude that arms control is
 fundamentally a political exercise. The flavor
 of the American technical perspective upon
 arms control was well reflected in the seminal

 collection of papers published in the fall 1960
 issue of Daedalus, and later reissued in ex-
 panded form in the work that should be
 regarded as the primer of American arms
 control thinking, Arms Control, Disarmament,
 and National Security, edited by Donald
 Brennan (1961). The assumption of a growing
 Soviet-American convergence of strategic doc-
 trine and interest, basic to the American arms
 control community, laid the foundation for
 the oversimplified and mechanistic "action-
 reaction" assumptions that were held by
 Robert McNamara concerning the workings
 of the strategic arms race.

 Options to Escalate

 Flexible response was the key concept
 taught by the civilian strategists in the late
 1950's, a concept that enjoyed its most influ-
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 ential single expression in Maxwell Taylor's
 book, The Uncertain Trumpet (1959). The
 somewhat vague ramifications of the idea of
 flexible response permeated President Ken-
 nedy's approach to defense policy.

 The term flexible response did not enjoy
 wide currency until 1959-1960, but its essential
 idea was implicit in all the writings of the
 civilian strategists from 1954 onwards. Basi-
 cally, the term meant no more than that
 "more options are preferable to fewer op-
 tions." In specific terms, flexible response was
 promulgated as a call for greater usable
 military power, particularly at the conven-
 tional level. In theory, flexible response
 implied that a measured and controllable
 amount of force should be available to sup-
 port foreign policy.

 Reacting against the excessively nuclear
 orientation of the defense policies of the
 previous decade, President Kennedy encour-
 aged and accepted a combined theory
 of nation-building/counterinsurgency. The
 major figures of the 1950's were largely absent
 from this problem-solving exercise at the low
 end of the conflict spectrum. Unfortunately
 counterinsurgency was regarded as an instru-
 ment in the service of an unrevised set of

 foreign policy assumptions concerning the
 machinations of an aggressive global oppo-
 nent. Counterinsurgency doctrine was marred
 by the ideological fervor of its major "in-
 house" proponent-theoreticians, namely Walt
 Rostow and Maxwell Taylor, but on the whole

 a very convincing theory was formulated.,
 The Cuba missile crisis of October 1962

 resulted in a flurry of speculation over "crisis
 management." Strategists applied themselves
 to the problem of the crisis and succeeded in
 deriving a series of alleged "lessons" from the
 Cuban experience. Good examples of crisis
 writings with a strategic theoretical orienta-
 tion are those by Albert and Roberta Wohl-

 "See Roger Hilsman, "Two American Counterstrategies
 to Guerrilla Warfare: The Case of Vietnam," and
 "Comments" by Morton Kaplan, in Tang Tsou (ed.),
 China in Crisis, Vol. 2 (Chicago: University of Chicago
 Press, 1968), pp. 269-309.
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 stetter, Harlan Cleveland and Alastair
 Buchan.7 Mr. Buchan went so far as to say
 "crisis management" was "the new diplo-
 macy." The stress laid by theorists upon the
 need for clear and limited objectives, the
 value of resolve, the virtue of a gradual
 increase in the pressure applied, and the
 absolute necessity for rapid inter-adversary
 communication, all contributed to miscalcula-
 tion in the less apocalyptic circumstance of
 Vietnam.

 Finally, Herman Kahn provided a form of
 intellectual order for all dimensions of con-

 temporary conflict with the notion of escala-
 tion (On Escalation, 1965). Kahn's escalation
 ladder, with its careful graduation from rung
 one to rung 44, was a valuable theoretical
 exercise, having a powerful impact upon
 decision-makers and strategists alike. But
 theory and reality tend to be confused.
 Because one can conceive of thresholds for

 thought, it does not follow that those thresh-
 olds will in fact exist. An escalation ladder,
 in the mind of a harassed policy-maker, may
 offer an illusion of control or of a margin of
 safety that is likely to be negated by the
 systemic nature of conflict. In the mind of the
 adversary, some of the rungs may be missing.

 RAND "Occupies" Washington

 It would be unduly simplistic to take the
 success or failure of American defense policies
 in the 1960's as the measure of the validity of
 the doctrines formulated in the 1950's. The
 concepts outlined above were, nonetheless,
 intended to be policy-relevant. The basic
 theories of deterrence, limited war/flexible
 response, arms control, counterinsurgency,
 crisis management and escalation were dom-
 inant in the defense thinking of the Kennedy
 and Johnson Administrations.

 With regard to strategic education, Robert

 'Albert and Roberta Wohlstetter, Controlling the Risks
 in Cuba, Adelphi Papers 17 (London: ISS., April
 1965); Harlan Cleveland, "Crisis Diplomacy," Foreign
 Affairs, July 1963, pp. 638-649; Alastair Buchan, Crisis
 Management: The New Diplomacy, The Atlantic
 Papers (Paris: The Atlantic Institute, April 1966).
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 McNamara was the disciple of President
 Kennedy (and of his chief advisor, if not
 eminence grise, General Maxwell Taylor) and
 of the most persuasive of the civilian strategic
 theoreticians. In effect RAND personnel "oc-
 cupied" the Pentagon as the effective personal
 instrument of a Secretary engaged in sweeping
 strategic changes. Leading RAND figures such
 as William Kaufmann (who later wrote an
 excellent court history of the first three years
 of McNamara's stewardship-The McNamara
 Strategy, 1964), Henry Rowen, Charles Hitch,
 Alain Enthoven among others, were co-opted
 to guide the implementation of a more
 rational mode of defense management and
 to engage in a sweeping review of general,
 limited war, and counterinsurgency strat-
 egies.8 The most important of the civilian
 strategists, Albert Wohlstetter, refused full-
 time employment in the Department of
 Defense, but effectively he became a member
 of the McNamara team.

 A bare recital of important "names" ap-
 pointed could understate the new privileged
 and influential position of the civilian strat-
 egists. All the leading civilian strategists who
 were willing to be consulted were drafted, at
 least on an ad hoc basis, into the official
 defense community. Their intellectual dom-
 inance in the early 1960's was nearly absolute.
 Although the administration might dilute or
 reject a proposal, the mode of reasoning, the
 terms employed were those popularized by
 Kissinger, Wohlstetter, Kahn, Schelling and
 others. If disaster should befall administra-
 tions so receptive to civilian strategic argu-
 ment, it is not unreasonable to claim that the
 strategic education offered by that source con-
 tained some grave defects.

 The Kennedy Administration discovered
 in the summer of 1961, despite the earlier
 "missile gap" claim, that it had inherited a
 quite unambiguous nuclear superiority. Rob-
 ert McNamara proceeded to exploit the
 newly redefined missile gap (in America's

 'See Bernard Brodie, "The McNamara Phenomenon,"
 World Politics, July 1965, pp. 672, 686.
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 favor) by an explicit enunciation of a "no-
 cities" counterforce doctrine. This doctrine
 embraced the notion of controlled and flex-
 ible response, would allow for controlled
 escalation (if the Soviet Union agreed to
 McNamara's rules), and should have per-
 mitted "escalation dominance" in that it
 enhanced the credibility of American threats.

 The speech at Ann Arbor on June 16, 1962,
 in which the counterforce theory was pro-
 claimed, was a crude diplomatic gambit (in
 the same speech McNamara castigated small
 "independent" deterrents as being both in-
 credible and destructive of the credibility of
 the American strategy of controlled response).
 It was also a serious error in terms of its

 impact on Soviet thinking. Strategic superi-
 ority may be a tolerable condition if contem-
 plated behind closed doors, but McNamara
 was telling the world that American strategic
 reconnaissance had pinpointed most Soviet
 weapons and that sufficient delivery vehicles
 were available to strike those weapons. The
 immediate Soviet reaction was to attempt the
 quick fix of placing medium and intermediate
 range missiles in Cuba.

 Destruction Is Assured

 By 1965-1966, the terms "second strike"
 and "counterforce" were replaced by "assured
 destruction" and "damage limitation." In the
 mid-1960's Robert McNamara rigidified and,
 in keeping both with his own preferences and
 with those of his RAND-trained administrators,

 quantified the notion of assured destruction.
 It was asserted that America's deterrence
 requirements (at the strategic level) could be
 identified precisely. A fixed percentage (be-
 tween one-quarter and one-half) of the Soviet
 population and industry must be assuredly
 vulnerable to American retaliation. In effect
 McNamara was chaining himself to an
 "action-reactioni" mechanism. To every Soviet
 action (or prospective development) that
 promised to reduce the vulnerability of Soviet
 society and industry-by means of active/
 passive defense or by the development of a
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 considerable cotinterforce threat-the United
 States would be compelled to make an "off-
 setting" reaction. This reasoning was of
 course a denial of the validity of McNamara's
 earlier counterforce preference and of his
 previous conviction concerning the value of
 civil defense.

 The real danger implicit in the new deter-
 rence formulation was, first, that the Soviet
 Union did not share it, and, second, that the
 Soviet Union was seeking to "catch up" with
 the missile lead established by the United
 States in the early 1960's. Thus the Soviet
 Union could scarcely avoid posing a threat
 to America's capacity for assured destruction.

 The conduct of the strategic arms race in
 the 1960's has betrayed a number of basic
 limitations in the American formulae of
 deterrence and arms control. American

 theorists have persuaded themselves of the
 theory of a Soviet doctrinal lag of approxi-
 mately five years.9 With a very few notable
 exceptions (for example William Lee and
 Richard Foster of the Stanford Research

 Institute),zo the conclusion that the Soviet
 Union rejects the American strategic en-
 lightenment has been steadfastly resisted.
 McNamara's denunciation of active missile

 defenses in the mid-1960's betrayed an in-
 sensitivity to the traditional Soviet preference
 for homeland defense, and a lack of apprecia-
 tion of the breadth of the Soviet response to
 America's missile lead.

 In terms of arms control prospects, the
 1960's witnessed a cycle of miscalculation. It
 was quite unrealistic for the Johnson Admin-
 istration to expect the Soviet Union to
 respond seriously to calls for negotiations for
 the limitation of strategic arms prior to 1968.
 Like the United States, the Soviet Union does
 not favor negotiation from weakness. The
 arms control miscalculation of the late 1960's

 'Roman Kolkowicz and others, The Soviet Union and
 Arms Control (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1970), pp.
 35-36.

 10Both in William Kintner (ed.), Safeguard: Why the
 ABM Makes Sense (New Tork: Hawthorn, 1969).
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 was the belief that the Soviet leaders, reason-
 ing like American strategic logicians, would
 appreciate the folly of a bid for strategic
 superiority. Hence, strategic arms limitation
 should be possible once the Soviet Union
 attained its definition of parity. The relativism
 of this belief is easily apparent. The American
 arms control community (that has had to
 accept the heresy that the Soviet Union might
 possibly view extensive active missile defenses
 and a pre-emptive capability as desirable from
 the point of view of stability) seems hostile to
 the notion that Soviet decision makers might
 be unwilling to sign away their first prospect
 of a measure of strategic superiority. American
 strategists have grown blase to the value of a
 superiority that yielded the U.S. very uncer-
 tain diplomatic advantages. Soviet strategists
 should not be expected to share this attitude.

 Apart from a natural pride in theoretical
 accomplishment, the predisposition of Amer-
 ican strategists to discern a Western tutelage
 of Soviet strategic doctrine derives in part
 from the academic backgrounds of many
 theoreticians and the economic orientation

 of the strategists of the RAND Corporation. In
 devising schema of deterrent relationships, in
 composing a "deterrent calculus," in the
 analysis of bargaining-commitment games, in
 speculating over viable rules and thresholds
 for war limitation, a good number of the
 leading civilian strategists created a mirror-
 image opponent. As a theoretical exercise
 such imposed symmetry does little harm.
 However, the games of strategy played out in
 the theoretical literature of the 1950's and
 early 1960's were not intended primarily for
 an academic audience. The fundamentally
 "American" nature of the opponent was in-
 corporated in the thinking of the advisers to
 government and in the thinking of govern-
 ment officials.

 Vietnam: An Academic Blunder?

 It would appear that by most criteria the
 Vietnam War has been a massive failure for
 the United States. Success or failure are not
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 to be measured solely in terms of the objec-
 tives attained, but also by the costs incurred.

 The Vietnam War has unfortunately been
 taken to be a test case for the doctrine of

 flexible response. The United States has tried
 everything short of a "take-over" of the
 government in Saigon, the employment of
 nuclear weapons and an invasion of the
 sanctuary area of North Vietnam. Nation-
 building, counterinsurgency, limited war, a
 controlled escalation of punishment by air-
 power-all have been attempted and all have
 failed to produce either the military-political
 defeat of the Viet Cong/North Vietnamese or
 the negotiated settlement that was expected.

 Vietnam does not demonstrate the inutility
 of flexible response. What it does demonstrate
 is that the United States was ill-advised to

 wage a protracted, semi-conventional war on
 the Asian mainland against an enemy whose
 pain threshold for settlement was either non-
 existent or was unattainable, and in tandem
 with a local government distinguished by its
 lack of popular support and by its degree of
 corruption (these distinctions are, of course,
 far from unique). The failure of America's
 strategic theorists over Vietnam was not at
 the level of theoretical understanding. Rather,
 the theorists failed to insist to their govern-
 ment in strong enough terms that the task was
 too great. There is good reason to question
 the mode of employment of American mil-
 itary power in Vietnam (particularly the air
 war against North Vietnam and the extensive
 and unrewarding "search and destroy" opera-
 tions). But the truth appears to be that, in the
 1960's, South Vietnam was not a nation that
 could be "built" by massive American inter-
 vention. The most that could be accom-

 plished, at frightful cost to the American
 political system, was the elimination of the
 possibility of military victory by the Viet-
 cong, while the victory of North Vietnam in
 the long term would seem to have been
 assured.

 Before turning from analysis to prescrip-
 tion, the three charges I leveled against the
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 civilian theorists at the beginning of this
 article should be reconsidered. First, both the
 arms race and Vietnam demonstrate the
 validity of the charge that the methodology
 and the thought processes of the theorists
 have been dominated by inappropriate eco-
 nomic models. The "billiard ball" notion of

 states engaged in international conflict that
 underlies "action-reaction" allegations, as
 well as the worthy pursuit of the quantifiable
 in Vietnam have betrayed a style and a con-
 tent of defense management that has sought
 "science" where it was not to be found.

 The second charge was that the civilian
 theorists had excessive faith in the policy
 utility of their reasoning. Arms control dis-
 appointments, Vietnam, and allied resistance
 to the disturbing (for the allies) implications
 of flexible response in NATO strategy, among
 a host of possible examples, have shown that
 American strategic theory has been highly
 ethnocentric. Furthermore, theorists in the
 1960's were advising bureaucracies which
 adjusted ideas in order that they should be
 in accord with political and economic feasibil-
 ity and implemented ideas either in a very
 inefficient manner (often, as in Vietnam,
 because of tremendous "real world" con-
 straints), or in such a tardy manner that the
 ideas were no longer appropriate. Despite the
 impressiveness of many limited war schema,
 theorists have to confront the fact that
 military power is a blunt instrument of very
 limited foreign policy relevance.

 The truth in the third charge, that the
 innovating theorists of the 1950's tended, in
 the 1960's, to service their previous ideas for
 administrations that had been captured by
 them, is demonstrated by the following facts:
 the longevity of old strategic concepts in
 American defense policy into the late 1960's;
 the protracted "in-house" and close consul-
 tancy positions of the "old" great names of
 strategic theory; and the shortage of new
 ideas and new men.

 Today there are a number of urgent tasks
 awaiting civilian strategic speculators. The
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 1960's produced numerous examples of strat-
 egists compelled to revise their thinking, not
 because of the intellectual challenges posed
 by a lively defense community, but through
 the force of events. The excessive hopes
 attached to the notion of flexible response
 died both in Vietnam and through the un-
 willingness of the NATO allies to embrace a
 very strong conventional defense strategy.
 Arms control, which attained the level of
 ideology for many, foundered on the realities
 of domestic politics and upon a lack of appre-
 ciation of the doctrine and the interests of the

 adversary. Quite unjustified assertions con-
 cerning symmetries of interests and incentives
 were widely accepted as facts.

 Although the achievements of arms control
 advocates and negotiators have been disap-
 pointingly small, there have been some
 genuine gains. A tentative trans-national arms
 control community has been forged. There is
 now a vociferous-if relatively weak-arms
 control "interest" that demands a hearing in
 the defense debates of Washington and
 Moscow. This in itself is a significant develop-
 ment. The value of arms control theory is not
 to be measured so much in terms of inter-

 state agreements, but rather in terms of a
 dimension of thought opposed to the (proper-
 ly) conservative instincts of military planners.

 New Tasks For New Strategists

 The long overdue review of deterrence has
 been well begun by Donald Brennan and by
 those who, if not embracing wholeheartedly
 his defensive emphasis doctrine, have at least
 been galvanized into mental activity by the
 rigidity and aridity of assured destruction.
 The intellectual plateau of the early 1960's
 (on which some strategists are still stranded-
 too often, contentedly) has at long last been
 discredited.

 The health of strategic thought could be
 improved by an attempt to bring together the
 more intelligent of the anti-deterrence crit-
 icisms and the now classical statements of

 the theories of the civilian strategists. Ten
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 years on from the optimistic apog&e of 1960
 (at the brink of official adoption in Washing-
 ton) a useful synthesis might now be effected.
 It must be admitted, however, that much of
 the adverse comment upon the mainstream of
 contemporary strategic thought is so polemical
 (and it rests upon so different a world view)
 that a useful convergence would be extremely
 difficult to effect.

 Also, at the basic level of theory-building
 and review, some strategic theorists might
 take a long overdue look at the pre-nuclear
 classics of strategic thought. At the very least
 that would induce humility (if the record of
 the 1960's alone has been insufficiently
 humbling). Deterrence, arms control, limited
 war, insurgency, civil-military problems and
 arms race gap traumas may all be found in
 ample supply prior' to 1945. In this regard,
 George Quester's study, Deterrence Before
 Hiroshima (1966), was a path-breaking attempt
 to widen the historical domain of recent
 strategic theory.

 Vietnam has shown that there are some
 wars America should not attempt to fight.
 Strategic theorists could not produce an
 answer to the problem of trying to assist a
 government that was politically incapable of
 reform. Flexible response is essentially the
 idea of increasing the number of military
 options available to decision makers. But the
 strategic concepts of flexible response and
 controlled escalation have been harmful in
 that they tended to blind decision makers to
 the possible employment of non-military
 options. By its "totality," the strategist's
 escalation ladder may freeze the imagination.

 Attempts to apply American deterrence
 logic to all national components in the nuclear
 arms race are bound to result in miscalcula-
 tion if the distinctiveness of each component
 is not fully recognized. Similarly, American
 theories of limited war, escalation, counter-
 insurgency and nation-building are unlikely
 to achieve the desired ends unless adequate
 attention is paid to the local contexts. All of
 this should be obvious. However, the record
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 of the 1960's shows that a particular mix of
 theories was accepted, despite the very limited
 empirical base of those theories and their
 dependence upon an ephemeral state of
 military technology.

 Beware the Seductions of Power

 Based upon the invaluable theoretical in-
 sights of the 1950's, yet informed by the
 disappointments of the 1960's, some civilian
 strategists should now attempt to stand aside
 from immediate issues and consider the long
 term strategic situation of the United States.
 More particularly, bearing in mind the im-
 mediacy of the Strategic Arms Limitation
 Talks (SALT), they should ask, "What are the
 dynamics of the superpower arms race?"
 Dogmatic assertions of the primacy of an
 almost mystical "action-reaction" mechanism,
 or equally dogmatic assertions of the parallel
 (and only loosely interacting) functioning of
 two military-industrial bureaucracies pro-
 pelled by mindless inertia, should be replaced
 by an analysis of those factors that have had
 the most traumatic impact upon the decision
 making processes of the two sides.

 A closely related question in need of basic
 attack is that of the value of strategic superi-
 ority. Would a militarily irrelevant, yet
 quantifiable degree of Soviet strategic supe-
 riority be likely to alter the risk-taking
 propensities of Soviet leaders? This question
 highlights a much neglected area of recent
 strategic thought, namely the relationship of
 strategic weaponry to foreign policy. How
 have different (and anticipated) states of the
 strategic balance been reflected, if at all, in
 superpower foreign policies?

 Informed by their prolonged exposure to
 bureaucratic life, strategists should now ex-
 plore "the organization theory of deterrence,"
 of which Aaron Wildavsky has written.n The
 theoretical analyses of deterrence of the past
 10 years should now be supported by many

 " Aaron Wildavsky. "Practical Consequences of the
 Theoretical Study of Defense Policy," Public Admini-
 stration Review, March 1965, p. 100.
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 more detailed studies of defense politics.
 It may occur to some observers that the

 failures of the past decade reflect not so much
 upon the quality of theoretical writings, but
 rather upon the narrowness of their frame of
 reference. For example, greater attention to
 appropriate contexts of political moderniza-
 tion or of international relations would much

 improve the quality of a strategic analysis that
 has often seemed indifferent to political
 questions.

 The civilian analyst might also choose to
 consider the consequences of a close relation-
 ship with the executive branch of govern-
 ment, and ask whether he has not been
 seduced by the attractions of access into a
 position which allowed scant time for funda-
 mental reflection. The longevity of mirror-
 image assumptions concerning the Soviet
 Union, the persistence of an arms race
 stimulative interpretation of the requirements
 of deterrence, and the prolonged folly of
 flexible response in Vietnam, all these charac-
 teristics of the 1960's suggest that obsolescent
 formulas have been serviced in the aid of

 government beyond their useful half-life.
 Often, it was the original authors of those
 outmoded formulas who were doing the
 servicing.

 There is no wonder prescription for a field
 of study that, although it has contributed to
 short term survival, has failed to guard the
 United States against a Vietnam and has no
 plausible remedies for the arms race. The
 argument that Vietnam and the strategic
 arms race are beyond the policy wisdom of
 any group of civilian theorists must be
 rejected. If the theorists had grappled with
 these problems, with all the academic skill
 and political wisdom at their disposal, and
 yet failed, then it could be concluded that
 the task was too great. But what defense can
 be made for a skilled group of men who
 neglected to think through the consequences
 of a Vietnam and that have yet to provide a
 systematic analysis of the Soviet-American
 strategic competition?
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 It is possible that without the men identified
 directly or indirectly in this article, the human
 race might not have reached the year 1971.
 What is equally possible is that had they per-
 formed their central task adequately-to
 stand guard over, and to inspire a high
 quality in American strategy-the Vietnam
 war would not have been escalated in 1965,
 and SALT would stand a far greater prospect of
 success in the braking of the arms race.
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